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Care of patients with skin problems -- Care of patients with burns -- Assessment of the
respiratory system -- Care of patients requiring oxygen therapy or tracheostomy -- Care
of patients with noninfectious upper respiratory problems -- Care of patients with
noninfectious lower respiratory problems -- Care of patients with infectious respiratory
problems -- Care of critically ill patients with respiratory problems -- Assessment of the
cardiovascular system -- Care of patients with dysrhythmias -- Care of patients with
cardiac problems -- Care of patients with vascular problems -- Care of patients with
shock -- Care of patients with acute coronary syndromes -- Assessment of the
hematologic system -- Care of patients with hematologic problems.
Numerous studies have documented the importance of diastolic dysfunction in heart
disease. Now, providing cardiologists with the most current information available on the
subject, the editors have pulled together contributions from an impressive array of top
researchers and compiled them into one comprehensive, carefully edited source,
Diastolic Relaxation of the Heart, Second Edition: The Biology of Diastole in Health and
Disease. This brand new Second Edition, based on a recent meeting, includes such
topics as: molecular biology of relaxation; consequences of altered gene expression;
impaired relaxation in experimental models (ischemia and hypoxia, and hypertrophy
and failure); diastolic dysfunction in the diseased human heart. Diastolic Relaxation of
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the Heart, Second Edition: The Biology of Diastole in Health and Disease, the
successor to the editors' bestselling work on the same subject, published in 1987 belongs on the shelf of every practising cardiologist. It will also be an invaluable
addition to the library of scientists researching the effects of diastole on heart function.
Many pathologists find the interpretation of biopsies and other surgical specimens from
solid organ, stem cell and bone marrow transplants challenging. Pathology of
Transplantation provides a practical structured and logical approach to the diagnostic
interpretation of the range of specimens from patients with solid organ, stem cell and
bone marrow transplants, including the assessment of native and donor organs, with
emphasis on resolution of pathological and clinico-pathological differential diagnoses
including the diverse forms of rejection, recurrent and de novo diseases, drug-induced
alterations, infections and other pathologies relevant to the system or tissue. In
addition, this provides information on some of the critical clinical consequences of
pathological diagnoses and guidelines for interaction and effective communication with
transplant clinicians thereby ensuring the best possible care to patients with
transplants. Pathology of Transplantation provides a relatively simple but diagnostically
comprehensive and practical book that the pathologist will keep on hand and pick up to
rapidly find answers in daily practice of transplantation pathology.
Using an approach that is geared toward developing solid, logical habits in dissection
and identification, the Laboratory Manual for Anatomy & Physiology, 10th Edition
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presents a series of 55 exercises for the lab — all in a convenient modular format. The
exercises include labeling of anatomy, dissection of anatomic models and fresh or
preserved specimens, physiological experiments, and computerized experiments. This
practical, full-color manual also includes safety tips, a comprehensive instruction and
preparation guide for the laboratory, and tear-out worksheets for each exercise.
Updated lab tests align with what is currently in use in today’s lab setting, and brand
new histology, dissection, and procedures photos enrich learning. Enhance your
laboratory skills in an interactive digital environment with eight simulated lab
experiences — eLabs. Eight interactive eLabs further your laboratory experience in an
interactive digital environment. Labeling exercises provide opportunities to identify
critical structures examined in the lab and lectures; and coloring exercises offer a
kinesthetic experience useful in retention of content. User-friendly spiral binding allows
for hands-free viewing in the lab setting. Step-by-step dissection instructions with
accompanying illustrations and photos cover anatomical models and fresh or preserved
specimens — and provide needed guidance during dissection labs. The dissection of
tissues, organs, and entire organisms clarifies anatomical and functional relationships.
250 illustrations, including common histology slides and depictions of proper
procedures, accentuate the lab manual’s usefulness by providing clear visuals and
guidance. Easy-to-evaluate, tear-out Lab Reports contain checklists, drawing exercises,
and questions that help you demonstrate your understanding of the labs you have
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participated in. They also allow instructors to efficiently check student progress or
assign grades. Learning objectives presented at the beginning of each exercise offer a
straightforward framework for learning. Content and concept review questions
throughout the manual provide tools for you to reinforce and apply knowledge of
anatomy and function. Complete lists of materials for each exercise give you and your
instructor a thorough checklist for planning and setting up laboratory activities, allowing
for easy and efficient preparation. Modern anatomical imaging techniques, such as
computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and ultrasonography,
are introduced where appropriate to give future health professionals a taste for — and
awareness of — how new technologies are changing and shaping health care. Boxed
hints throughout provide you with special tips on handling specimens, using equipment,
and managing lab activities. Evolve site includes activities and features for students, as
well as resources for instructors.
This textbook systematically reviews the working principles and modes of application of
techniques applicable to noninvasive and invasive vascular examinations. The authors
cover the essential physical and/or chemical principles of each diagnostic modality and
so derive the characteristics of the diagnostic instrumentation. Physicians thus learn
how to translate advanced technology into optimum diagnostic efficacy in daily clinical
routine.
There are relationships that exist between neuroanesthesia, neurosurgical procedures,
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individual patient pathology and the positioning of a patient for said procedure. A
comprehensive examination of these relationships, their association with patient
morbidity/mortality and how to approach these issues in an evidence-based manner
has yet to become available. Positioning related injuries have been documented as
major contributors to neurosurgical/neuroanesthesiology liability. This text examines
these relationships. It provides considerations necessary to the correct positioning of a
patient for a neurosurgical procedure for each individual patient and their individual
pathology. In other words, this text will demonstrate how to construct the necessary
surgical posture for the indicated neurosurgical procedure given the individual
constraints of the patient within the environment of anesthesia and conforming to
existing evidence-based practice guidelines. Sections will address physiological
changes inherent in positioning in relation to anesthesia for neurosurgical procedures,
assessment of patient for planned procedure, as well as considerations for managing
problems associated with these relationships. Additional sections will examine the
relationship between neurosurgical positioning and medical malpractice and the
biomechanical science between positioning devices and neurosurgical procedures.
Neurosurgery and its patient population are in a constant state of change. Providing the
necessary considerations for the neurosurgical procedure planned under the
anesthesia conditions planned in the position planned, often in the absence of
multicase study literary support, without incurring additional morbidity is the goal of this
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text.
This volume is about those who have investigated sex from antiquity to the present day.

During the past decade significant developments have been achieved in the field
of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), enabling MRI to enter the clinical arena of
chest imaging. Standard protocols can now be implemented on up-to-date
scanners, allowing MRI to be used as a first-line imaging modality for various
lung diseases, including cystic fibrosis, pulmonary hypertension and even lung
cancer. The diagnostic benefits stem from the ability of MRI to visualize changes
in lung structure while simultaneously imaging different aspects of lung function,
such as perfusion, respiratory motion, ventilation and gas exchange. On this
basis, novel quantitative surrogates for lung function can be obtained. This book
provides a comprehensive overview of how to use MRI for imaging of lung
disease. Special emphasis is placed on benign diseases requiring regular
monitoring, given that it is patients with these diseases who derive the greatest
benefit from the avoidance of ionizing radiation.
Learn to Eat Right, Think Right, Move Right, and Sleep Right. The bad news: An
epidemic of obesity, heart disease, diabetes, metabolic syndrome, and other
lifestyle related conditions threatens both our quality and quantity of life – not only
as individuals, but as a society. Yes, we’re living longer—but we’re not living
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better. What good are more years of life, if you don’t have the vigor and health to
enjoy them? The good news: You can turn it around, by making simple, easy-tounderstand lifestyle changes that will bring you greater vitality, sounder sleep,
better cognition, and a whole new outlook on life. Dr. Douglas G. Pfeiffer—for
more than thirty years, a respected educator, researcher and awardwinning
Chiropractor—reveals the “Four Pillars of Health and Wellness” that form the
basis of lifelong health and energy. He also spells out the steps you need to take
today for the health and happiness you want for a lifetime.
The Diener by H.L. Riviere The embalming machine pumped fluid into her and
blood flowed red from the vein. Gradually, the venous blood became a lighter
color. Her heart stopped but the machine pumped on. Soon the fluid flowing from
the groin incision was almost colorless, like the embalming fluid. He stopped the
pump and disconnected it from her body. She could wait in the cold room until
tomorrow. He fished in his pocket for the metal disk, tied it to her toe with a fresh
piece of string, and stood over his work. His heart was pounding and his
breathing was rapid as if he had just run a race. What power, what absolute
power, he thought. Something doesn’t seem right about the cadavers at the
Portland University Health Center Medical School dissection laboratory—well,
about one cadaver. Grace, director and primary lecturer of the medical gross
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anatomy course for fifteen years, knew something was amiss, but she couldn’t
quite figure it out. She would have to ask Carl, the lab’s mortician, to get to the
bottom of it. But Carl knows exactly what is happening in the lab. It’s where he’s
disposing his victims.
So you want to be a doctor? Be confident and fully prepared for every step of
your medical school application. Packed with insight, tips, and information you
won't find anywhere else, this essential guide helps applicants succeed against
tough competition.
The Science TeacherNational Library of Medicine Audiovisuals CatalogThe
Dissection of VertebratesAcademic Press
Detailed and concise dissection directions, updated valuable information and
extraordinary illustrations make The Dissection of Vertebrates, 3rd Edition the
new ideal manual for students in comparative vertebrate anatomy, as well as a
superb reference for vertebrate and functional morphology, vertebrate
paleontology, and advanced level vertebrate courses, such as in mammalogy,
ornithology, ichthyology, and herpetology. This newly revised edition of the most
comprehensive manual available continues to offer today’s more visually
oriented student with a manual combining pedagogically effective text with highquality, accurate and attractive visual references. This new edition features
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updated and expanded phylogenetic coverage, revisions to the illustrations and
text of the lamprey, shark, perch, mudpuppy, frog, cat, pigeon, and reptile skull
chapters, and new sections on amphioxus or lancelet (Branchiostoma,
Cephalochodata), a sea squirt (Ciona, Urochordata), shark musculature, a gravid
shark, shark embryo, cat musculature, and the sheep heart. Using the same
systematic approach within a systemic framework as the first two editions, The
Dissection of Vertebrates, 3rd Edition covers several animals commonly used in
providing an anatomical transition sequence. Nine animals are covered:
amphioxus, sea squirt, lamprey, shark, perch, mudpuppy, frog, cat, and pigeon,
plus five reptile skulls, two mammal skulls, and the sheep heart. Winner of a
2020 Textbook Excellence Award (College) (Texty) from the Textbook and
Academic Authors Association Seven detailed vertebrate dissections, providing a
systemic approach Includes carefully developed directions for dissection Original,
high-quality award-winning illustrations Clear and sharp photographs Expanded
and updated features on phylogenetic coverage New sections on: amphioxus
(Cephalochordata); sea squirt (Urochordata); shark musculature; gravid shark;
shark embryo; cat musculature; sheep heart
Are you about to start the Foundation Programme? Do you know what to expect
and how to thrive? The Hands-on Guide for Junior Doctors, Fourth Edition, is the
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ultimate, practical guide for junior doctors and medical students. It helps you
tackle the emotional, intellectual and physical demands of being a new doctor
and allays common insecurities to help you make the most of your time in clinical
practice. This book tells you how to prepare for the daily rigours of hospital life,
and will help you meet the required standard. It provides advice on getting started
in placements, and helps you develop confidence, with tips on what to do as a
junior member of the hospital team, and how to deal with common calls and
emergencies. There is also an invaluable chapter on how to perform the practical
procedures you’ll be assessed on. With the Foundation Programme such a
demanding process, both physically and emotionally, this book also provides the
kind of information you don’t get at medical school, for example, how to look
after yourself throughout your training. Take the stress out of the Foundation
Programme with The Hands-on Guide!
"Using a case study analysis, this book provides a unifying perspective for discussing
the viability of collaborative virtual spaces as training programs for insurance brokers,
forums to support at-risk university students, simulations of historical places, means to
aid autistic children learn social skills, repositories for digital libraries, collaborative
spaces designing new university programs and emergency response
training"--Provided by publisher.
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Cardiac intervention is a fast expanding field of medicine that is reducing the need for
cardiac surgery. A Nurse's Guide to Caring for Cardiac Intervention Patients will enable
nurses to fully prepare their patients and families for various cardiac intervention
procedures. Coverage includes: Explanations of what the heart condition is and how
the procedure may relieve that condition Descriptions of what the patient can expect to
happen before, during and after the procedure What nurses should observe for post
procedure, and how to address any complications that may occur Guidelines for
discharge advice Outlines for a pre and post care plan for each procedure – based on
the latest research and experience. Nurses will find the book informative on common
interventional procedures, but it is also designed as a tool to be dipped into when caring
for patients with more unusual procedures. This practical book includes chapters on:
cardiac catheterisation; percutaneous coronary intervention; percutaneous balloon
mitral valvuloplasty; removal of femoral sheaths; cardioversion; temporary and
permanent pacemakers.
Written by an international group of master interventionists, this volume is a
comprehensive, step-by-step guide to coronary and non-coronary endovascular
techniques. After a review of vascular pathoanatomy, vascular pathophysiology, and
peri-interventional diagnostics, the book details the principles and techniques of
endovascular interventions in all vascular territories. Chapters cover intracranial
vessels, internal carotid artery, coronary arteries, thoracic aorta, abdominal aortic
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aneurysm, renal arteries, iliac and lower extremity arteries, hemodialysis shunts,
venous diseases, and foreign bodies. The authors offer guidelines on the choice of
instrumentation and the decision-making process at each step of the intervention. More
than 1,000 illustrations demonstrate the techniques.
A concise and convenient pocket guide to interventional cardiology’s latest procedures
and technologies Interventional cardiology is growing more and more integral to the
modern-day management of cardiovascular problems. Indeed, trainees are taught
interventional methods as a matter of course. With a widening range of options open to
them, however, the practicing cardiologist must be diligent and discerning when
selecting the appropriate course of action for each patient, adapting their strategy as
circumstance demands. Developing the skills and experience necessary to make these
key judgments can be a challenging and lengthy process. Bringing together the
knowledge of an international group of over 50 experts, this fifth edition of the Practical
Handbook of Advanced Interventional Cardiology helps cardiologists of all levels to find
interventional solutions to a wide range of problems. Its revised contents cover topics
including new devices, valve procedures, and venous and atrial occlusion, and also
feature new chapters on bioresorbable vascular scaffolds, protected percutaneous
coronary intervention, coronary atherectomy, pulmonary embolism, and more. This
essential companion: Offers clear, easy-to-follow guidance for cardiology practitioners
of all levels of skill and experience Grades each strategic or tactical action by level of
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complexity Includes full-color clinical images and illustrations Covers all key
interventional procedures and techniques Provides practical tips and tricks for handling
difficult clinical scenarios and complications The Practical Handbook of Advanced
Interventional Cardiology is an invaluable resource for both practitioners and trainees in
interventional cardiology and all related areas of cardiovascular medicine.
This much praised and widely used reference manual on has been extensively revised
and expanded to cover the entire field of anatomic pathology. The Fourth Edition
features the incorporation of full-color images in the text with updates of new diagnostic
and prognostic information. New classifications and numerous new entities and
histologic variants for each organ site will be fully incorporate in each individual chapter
(Part II Organ Systems). Useful immunostaining biomarkers and emerging molecular
targets and relevant molecular findings that have emerged from recent genomic studies
are incorporated in each chapter. Written by internationally recognized authorities, the
comprehensive, evidence-based practice information is presented in an outline format
that is clear and easy to follow. Up-to-date and richly detailed, Essentials of Anatomic
Pathology, Fourth Edition offers both the pathologist-in-training and the practicing
pathologist a concise summary of all the critical information needed to recognize,
understand and interpret anatomic pathology.
In Adrenegic Receptor Protocols, Curtis Machida and a panel of expert investigators
present a comprehensive collection of modern molecular methods for analyzing
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adrenergic receptors and corresponding second messenger systems. These proven
and readily reproducible techniques utilize genetic, RNA, protein expression,
transactivator, and second messenger methodologies, as well as immunocytochemical,
electrophysiological, transgenic, and in situ hybridization approaches. Each of the
experts writing here details the use of their chosen method in examining the adrenergic
receptor system, using aspects of the genetic flow of information as a guide: DNA '
RNA ' transactivator ' protein expression ' second messenger analyses ' cellular
analyses ' transgenic whole animal approaches. Comprehensive and rich in practical
detail, Adrenergic Receptor Protocols provides the first collection of reproducible
methods for the study of these important regulators of CNS-mediated behavior and
neural function. Its state-of-the-art methods constitute today's gold standard reference
for all neurobiologists, neurochemists, neurologists, and pharmacologists studying this
exceptionally important class of receptors.
The 5-Minute Anesthesia Consult provides a readily accessible compilation of
anesthesia topics that is useful to students, residents, physicians, certified nurse
anesthetists, anesthesia assistants, and ancillary medical staff. Following the highly
successful format of the 5-Minute Clinical Consult series, 480 topics will be covered,
each in a highly formatted two-page spread covering risk factors and epidemiology,
preoperative evaluation, intraoperative care and postoperative care. The topic specific
format of each chapter provides a focused, evidence-based, yet simplified, discussion
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of Physiology, Management, Co-Existing Disease, Surgical Procedure, and Drug topics.
In addition to general operative and perioperative care, this comprehensive book also
covers subspecialty topics in cardiac, neurosurgical, obstetric, geriatric, critical care,
pediatric, regional, vascular, thoracic, and acute and chronic pain. Features to aid in
clinical practice: · Includes 480 distinct topics covering a wide range of conditions ·
Each entry is presented in a standardized template for easy access to key information ·
Each chapter provides a list of additional, complementary topics that are available
within the book; this allows readers to supplement their knowledge of a given topic ·
Unique to this textbook is the Management section, which covers a comprehensive list
of perioperative complications and issues which is invaluable for oral board review ·
Chapter topics include a large number of ABA keywords · Over 300 expert contributors
· Companion website with fully searchable text
FROM REVIEWS OF 1E: "Hruban, Westra and Isacson, working with a superb medical
illustrator did an admirable job in taking the Johns Hopkins' gross room manual and
translating it into a practical, concise, and easily accessible guide to contemporary
practice in the surgical pathology laboratory." -Modern Path
Critical Care Nursing Practice Guide: A Road Map for Students and New Graduates is
an essential, step-by-step, practical guide that helps new nursing graduates, new
critical care and nursing students assigned to intensive care units gain the confidence
they need to provide optimal care to their patients. This comprehensive text teaches
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inexperienced nurses how to systematically assess their patients, plan individualized
care, implement therapeutic modalities with competence, collaborate effectively and
evaluate the effectiveness of nursing actions. Covering areas such as how to begin,
organize, prioritize, analyze, reason, and decide in daily routines and emergencies in
the critical care setting, this book enables the novice to become an expert in the ICU.
Valuable features such as chapter objectives, summaries, and key terms are included.
From fundamental principles to advanced subspecialty procedures, this text is the go-to
reference on the technical, scientific, and clinical challenges professionals face.
Features new chapters, new authors, meticulous updates, an increased international
presence, and a new full-color design.
Guide to Ruminant Anatomy: Dissection and Clinical Aspectspresents a concise,
clinically relevant reference to goat and cattle anatomy, with color schematic
illustrations and embalmed arterially injected prosection images for comparison. Offers
244 color images depicting goat and cattle anatomy Provides selected line drawings
correlated to dissection images of embalmed arterially injected specimens Takes a
practical approach, with material organized by body system within each region
Demonstrates the clinical relevance of basic anatomy Poses review questions in each
chapter, with answers and videos provided on a companion website
Cardiac disorders are an exciting area of classic pathology and recently defined
disease. Cardiac Pathology: A Guide to Current Practice discusses the various
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disorders and also provides a backdrop of developmental embryology, diagnostic
imaging and current therapeutics. Cardiac Pathology: A Guide to Current Practice aims
to deliver in bench-book format a comprehensive overview of cardiac pathology that is
relevant to those practicing in surgical pathology and autopsy arenas. Clear illustrations
of the common styles of dissection are provided along with the normal anatomy and
histology. Chapters cover the approach to the autopsy heart, ischemic heart disease,
myocarditis, sudden death, valvular disease, transplant pathology, cardiomyopathy,
cardiac neoplasia and congenital heart disease with a clear analysis of diagnostic
criteria (macroscopic, microscopic and genetic) for both common cardiac diseases and
those of rare format. The text is accompanied by high-quality macroscopic and
microscopic images and references to other in-depth specialty data sources. Although
aimed in particular at pathologists, Cardiac Pathology: A Guide to Current Practice
should also be of value to cardiologists, cardiothoracic surgeons and other professions
allied to medicine.
Linz's Comprehensive Respiratory Diseases and accompanying student workbook
manual are a comprehensive yet concise learning system concerning respiratory
disorders. Concentration is focused on essentials rather than being encyclopedic. It is
written by health care practitioners with many years of clinical as well as academic
experience. This textbook is ideal for undergraduate respiratory therapy students taking
the core course on respiratory diseases or disorders.
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This book provides comprehensive coverage enhancing the student's understanding of
the basic priniciples (underlying blood analysis, physiology and medical diagnostics) by
various experiments encompassed into six units. This manual deals with clinical
analysis that can be performed in the undergraduate laboratories to provide hands on
practic to the students of B.Sc. Life Sciences, B.Sc.
This newly revised Second Edition has been reorganized to emphasize the practical aspects of
pediatric pathology. The two-volume text is separated into two easy-to-follow sections, General
Pathology and Organ System Pathology. Includes up-to-date coverage on AIDS, new
diagnostic techniques, etiologic agents and drug reactions, and tumors. Nearly 1,200
illustrations supplement the text. This one-of-a-kind preeminent reference is a must for both
practitioners and students who are connected with the practice of pediatric pathology.
Compatibility: BlackBerry(R) OS 4.1 or Higher / iPhone/iPod Touch 2.0 or Higher /Palm OS 3.5
or higher / Palm Pre Classic / Symbian S60, 3rd edition (Nokia) / Windows Mobile(TM) Pocket
PC (all versions) / Windows Mobile Smartphone / Windows 98SE/2000/ME/XP/Vista/Tablet PC
An easy-to-understand primer on Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality Virtual Reality (VR)
and Augmented Reality (AR) are driving the next technological revolution. If you want to get in
on the action, this book helps you understand what these technologies are, their history, how
they’re being used, and how they’ll affect consumers both personally and professionally in the
very near future. With VR and AR poised to become mainstream within the next few years, an
accessible book to bring users up to speed on the subject is sorely needed—and that’s where
this handy reference comes in! Rather than focusing on a specific piece of hardware (HTC
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Vive, Oculus Rift, iOS ARKit) or software (Unity, Unreal Engine), Virtual & Augmented Reality
For Dummies offers a broad look at both VR and AR, giving you a bird’s eye view of what you
can expect as they continue to take the world by storm. * Keeps you up-to-date on the pulse of
this fast-changing technology * Explores the many ways AR/VR are being used in fields such
as healthcare, education, and entertainment * Includes interviews with designers, developers,
and technologists currently working in the fields of VR and AR Perfect for both potential
content creators and content consumers, this book will change the way you approach and
contribute to these emerging technologies.
Clearly presents the pathology of heart disease from fetus to adolescence, integrating
histology and macroscopy with effects of treatment.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering Labs-based, independent reviews
of the latest products and services. Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions help
you make better buying decisions and get more from technology.
As the majority of cardiovascular deaths are related to myocardial ischemia, it is necessary to
understand the various aspects of ischemic heart disease. In this regard, it is noteworthy that
ischemic heart disease is commonly associated with atherosclerosis, coronary spasm, as well
as thrombosis leading to the development of arrhythmias, cardiovascular cell damage,
myocardial infarction, cardiac hypertrophy and congestive heart failure. Furthermore, it is also
important to appreciate various physiological, electrophysiological and biochemical processes
in the normal heart if we are to understand their significance under pathological situations.
Heart Function in Health and Disease has been organized in five sections to provide an outline
of a complex problem in a convenient manner. One section of this book is devoted to shedding
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light on the restructuring and ontogenic changes in the developing heart whereas in the next
section some hypertrophic alterations due to chronic hypoxia are described. The third and
fourth sections of this book are concerned with the regulation of cardiac channels as well as
signal transduction mechanisms and cardiac electric field. The fifth section contains some
pathophysiological events during the development of cardiac hypertrophy and heart failure. All
of these areas encompass a significant body of new information that will be invaluable to those
who work in the field of cardiovascular sciences, as well as those who treat people with heart
disease.
Teacher's Guide to accompany Biology: A Search for Order in Complexity. This teacher's
guide will equip instructors to lead their students through the various experiments that are
featured in the student laboratory manual.
Cardiac Problems in Pregnancy offers clinicians the most detailed and comprehensive guide to
diagnosing and managing pregnancy-associated cardiovascular diseases currently available.
Covering a wide spectrum of congenital and acquired cardiovascular conditions, its extensive
contents examine diseases of the heart with an expert awareness of the implications of
pregnancy and the attendant physiological changes it brings. Such guidance is vitally required
in an age in which congenital and acquired heart diseases are the leading causes of nonobstetrical maternal morbidity and mortality. Featuring 36 new or extensively revised chapters,
this fourth edition of the book complements coverage of the latest research and clinical
advances with a complete and up-to-date bibliography of literature on pregnancy in women
with cardiovascular conditions. It also serves as a practical, step-by-step companion for those
caring for heart disease patients during pregnancy, labor, and the post-partum period.
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Contents include: Coverage of all elements of maternal cardiology Newly written chapters
featuring fresh research and data Guidance on performing risk assessments and interventions
both prior to and during gestation Explanations of a range of diagnostic and therapeutic
approaches to cardiovascular disease in pregnant patients Drawing on expertise from across
the fields of cardiovascular medicine, obstetrics, anesthesiology, cardiac surgery,
pharmacology, and clinical science, Cardiac Problems in Pregnancy is designed to give
invaluable support to all medical professionals involved in maximizing the safety and success
of cardiologically complex pregnancies.
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